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The objective of this study was to quantify head-and-face shape variations of U.S. civilian workers using
modern methods of shape analysis. The purpose of this study was based on previously highlighted
changes in U.S. civilian worker head-and-face shape over the last few decades e touting the need for new
and better fitting respirators e as well as the study’s usefulness in designing more effective personal
protective equipment (PPE) e specifically in the field of respirator design. The raw scan three-
dimensional (3D) data for 1169 subjects were parameterized using geometry processing techniques.
This process allowed the individual scans to be put in correspondence with each other in such a way that
statistical shape analysis could be performed on a dense set of 3D points. This process also cleaned up the
original scan data such that the noise was reduced and holes were filled in. The next step, statistical
analysis of the variability of the head-and-face shape in the 3D database, was conducted using Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) techniques. Through these analyses, it was shown that the space of the head-
and-face shape was spanned by a small number of basis vectors. Less than 50 components explained
more than 90% of the variability. Furthermore, the main mode of variations could be visualized through
animating the shape changes along the PCA axes with computer software in executable form for Win-
dows XP. The results from this study in turn could feed back into respirator design to achieve safer, more
efficient product style and sizing. Future study is needed to determine the overall utility of the point
cloud-based approach for the quantification of facial morphology variation and its relationship to res-
pirator performance.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd and The Ergonomics Society. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) is continuing research efforts to better understand the
relationship between anthropometric factors and respirator face-
piece fit. Zhuang et al. have demonstrated that anthropometric data
collected from military personnel in the 1960s are no longer
reflective of the head-and-face anthropometric distribution of the
current U.S. work force (Zhuang et al., 2004). To address the need
for an updated anthropometric database, in 2003 NIOSH conducted
a large scale head-and-face anthropometric survey of diverse,
civilian respirator users obtaining traditional anthropometric
measurements and laser surface scans (Zhuang and Bradtmiller,
2005). Using this data, ten facial dimensions relevant to
upational Safety and Health
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respirator fit were chosen for defining a Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) model, which divides the user population into five
face-size categories (small, medium, large, long/narrow and short/
wide) (Zhuang et al., 2007; Zhuang et al., 2010). In a subsequent
study, Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) was conducted on
surface scans to standardize configurations of 26 landmarks asso-
ciated with individuals into a common coordinate system (Zhuang
et al., 2010). The superimposed coordinates for each individual
were used as commensurate variables that describe individual
shape and were analyzed using PCA to identify population varia-
tion. This analysis determined that 49% of the total sample variation
was accounted by the first four principal components (PC) with
variation in the overall size of faces being the single greatest source
of variability (Zhuang et al., 2010).

An additional method for characterizing anthropometric data-
sets is 3D point cloud analysis. Three-dimensional point cloud
shape variation allows statistical shape analysis to be performed on
a dense set of 3D data points. Three-dimensional imaging tech-
nology makes it possible to capture detailed shape of the human
body and opens up new opportunities for product design and
ghts reserved.
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testing. However, raw 3D anthropometric data is not readily usable
for extracting shape information for a population. Unlike traditional
anthropometric data which consist of one-dimensional measure-
ments, 3D anthropometric data usually come from digitizing the
surface of the human body and are typically represented as surface
meshes. They are able to capture detailed shape information about
the human body. However, due to the limitations of the optical
sensors, for example, occlusion and lighting conditions, the raw 3D
mesh data are noisy and incomplete. Much processing is needed
before any statistical analysis can be performed. In this paper, we
present geometry processing tools for preparing the raw data for
shape analysis. Most of these tools were developed in computer
graphics, computer vision, and pattern recognition.

The fundamental measurements of the 3D anthropometry are
3D points represented as x, y, and z coordinates in certain coor-
dinate frames. These points represent the shape implicitly; how-
ever, different scans have different numbers of points and they are
not ordered in the same way. Performing statistical analysis
requires a set of consistent measurements. In other words, like
measurements need to be compared. This means that the data
models have to be parameterized such that all of the models have
the same number of points and points representing the same
anatomical parts correspond to each other. Once a parameter-
ization is obtained, multivariate statistics is applicable (Bookstein,
1997; Dryden and Mardia, 1998).

An effective way of establishing a correspondence among all the
models is to fit a generic surface model to each scanned subject
such that the key anatomical features are in correspondence.
Anthropometric landmarks placed on the subjects prior to scanning
can be used to guide the deformation of the generic model to the
scan. This process can be formulated as a large-scale nonlinear
optimization problem. Modern computer hardware and numerical
algorithms allow us to solve this problem efficiently. Finally, we
performed PCA on the parameterized dataset. The main mode of
variation of the head and face shape was analyzed for all subjects
combined and for males and females separately. Through these
analyses, we showed that the space of the human head and face
shape is spanned by a small number of basis vectors. Furthermore,
the main mode of variations can be visualized through animating
the shape changes along the PCA axes.

In this study, head scan data from the 2003 NIOSH U.S. civilian
worker survey and another smaller study utilizing U.S. civilian test
subjects were parameterized using geometry processing techni-
ques developed in computer vision and computer graphics. Sub-
sequently, PCA was performed on the registered dataset.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Initially 1177 head scans were available for processing (953 from
the 2003 NIOSH survey and 224 from the ongoing temporal
changes in fit laboratory study). The 2003 NIOSH nationwide sur-
vey of subjects obtained anthropometric data from several occu-
pational backgrounds that utilized respirators on a regular basis:
construction, manufacturing, firefighting, healthcare, law enforce-
ment, and other occupational groups. These subjects were divided
into three age strata (18e29, 30e44, and 45e65), two gender strata,
and four racial/ethnic group strata [Caucasian, African-Americans,
Hispanic, and Other (mainly Asian)] (Zhuang and Bradtmiller,
2005). Measurements of height, weight, neck circumference, and
18 facial dimensions were collected employing traditional anthro-
pometric techniques. Surface scans and 26 3D landmark locations
were collected using a Cyberware rapid 3D digitizer (Monterey, CA,
USA), with its associated computer and data processing software.
CyScan, one functional module of the Cyberware software package,
was used to accomplish the initial scan. During the 360� scan, a
class I laser was projected in a thin line onto the subject, which
followed the contour of the face and head. The duration of each
scan was approximately 45 s, during which time subjects were
required tomaintain a stable posture. In an effort to ensure the least
amount of movement and to properly position each individual, a
reference post was placed on the top of the head. To ensure the
accuracy of the scanner, calibration procedures were performed
routinely.

The second dataset of head scans were from an ongoing study to
assess temporal changes in facepiece fit. Test subjects performed fit
testing at six month intervals to investigate factors that affect
changes in respirator fit over time (e.g., changes in weight). Head
scans were taken using a 3dMDcranial5 System� (3dMD LLC,
Atlanta, GA) which utilizes five banks of high speed digital cameras
to capture a 360� image of the subject’s head. Head scan data from
the two datasets were combined to create one dataset. For the
combined dataset, six subjects were excluded due to lack of dem-
ographic information and two subjects were excluded due to
invalid scans. Thus, the final dataset consisted of 1169 scans (1177e

8 ¼ 1169).

2.2. Data analysis

2.2.1. Data pre-processing
Polyworks version 10.1.6 (InnovMetric Software, Inc., Québec

QC, Canada) was used to perform additional processing and
measurements of all scanned images. Polyworks permits the user
to create various features such as points and distances. Points were
placed manually on each individual scan in the same locations as
the labeled landmarks and linear distances were defined by those
technician-defined points. Since the landmark data were prepared
using a separate software package, they were given in a different
coordinate frame than those of the 3D scans. A transformation had
to be applied to the scans to align them with the landmark points.
Before alignment was done to a 3D scan, a scaling factor of 0.001
was applied to transform it from microns to millimeters. Observa-
tions and experiments showed that the 3D scans needed to be first
rotated around the x-axis for (�90) degrees, and then the rotated
scans needed to be mirrored about a plane. The mirror plane in 3D
was defined at point (0, 157.2687, 0) with a normal vector at (0, 1, 0).

2.2.2. Data parameterization
The goal of data parameterization is to establish a corre-

spondence among the models. An early attempt to solve this
problem adopts a volumetric approach (Ben Azouz et al., 2006).
Each model is embedded in a regular grid. By carefully orienting
and normalizing the models, a correspondence in the ambient
space and thus a correspondence among the models is established.
The main advantage of this method is that it does not require
landmarks. It is also easy to implement. The drawback, however, is
that the correspondence it produces is not accurate. Holes have to
be filled before a model can be embedded into a grid. This proved to
be a difficult task because certain parts of the model, for example,
under the arms, have large holes. In some parts, like the hands and
ears, up to 50% of the information is missing.

A better approach is to fit a generic mesh model to each data
scan (Allen et al., 2003; Mochimaru et al., 2000; Mochimaru and
Kouchi, 2000). This model is complete and has well-shaped and
well-distributed triangles. The fitting deforms the generic model to
each scan such that the two models are made geometrically
equivalent. When deforming the generic model, the corre-
spondence between the anatomical parts has to be maintained.
This is achieved by using landmarks, which serves as the initial
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conditions of the problem. When deforming the generic model,
care must be taken to ensure that the smoothness of the surface is
maintained. Otherwise, the triangles can incorrectly coalesce,
causing invalid meshes and consequently leading to the failure of
the deformation algorithm.

Deforming a generic mesh smoothly to a data scan can be for-
mulated as an optimization problem. Here, the variables that
require solving are the x, y, and z coordinates of the generic model.
The initial solution can be simply the generic model. Given a sol-
ution, the cost function is defined by estimating the difference
between the solution and the target data model. This includes three
kinds of errors: (1) the landmark error, which accounts for the sum
of the distances between the known corresponding landmarks, (2)
the smoothness error, which quantifies the local smoothness at
every mesh point, and (3) the data error, which measures the sum
of the distances between every pair of corresponding points.

A typical scan consists of 100,000e300,000 points. Thus, our
optimization problem involves the solving of a large number of
variables. As the problem is nonlinear, it is difficult to find stable
solutions and the algorithm tends to be stuck in the local minima.
Allen et al. suggested a multi-resolution approach where low res-
olution meshes are deformed before the high-resolution meshes
(Allen et al., 2003). This method improves the efficiency and
resolves some of the convergence problems, but it involves the
hand setting of several parameters. Xi et al. improved this method
by first using Radial Basis Function (RBF) to deform the generic
model to approximate the data model and then bringing the two
models close together by the nonlinear optimization method of
Allen et al. (Xi et al., 2007). This simplifies the process and increases
the speed by 50%.

Fig. 1 shows the process of fitting a generic model to a scan.
Color-coded images showing fitting errors are presented for
another example in Fig. 2.
Fig. 1. From left to right: the generic model (top) and the original scan (bottom), the deform
fine fitting to the original scan.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, after forming the generic mesh model to
fit the original scan and comparing the two images, the area con-
taining the most error is the subject’s ear. This problem remains
consistent with the previously described volumetric approach,
where up to 50% of the data could be missing in the area of the ear,
thereby creating many more errors in comparisons. However, it
should be noted that the updated method presented in this figure
revealsmuch less error in image comparisons of the subject’s facee
the area of paramount importance when dealing with respirator fit.
The largest error of this region pertaining to actual mask placement
on the face e �0.14 mm of the right infraorbital area e is sig-
nificantly low.

Previously, Luximon et al. feared using the method of fitting a
template (generic) model to individual 3D scans, as information on
the accuracy of the model and methods was not then in existence
(Luximonet al., 2012). In this paper, our success in implementing the
use of a generic mesh model can be seen particularly through
comparisons of our minimal errors (highlighted especially in Fig. 2)
to those previously published using alternative techniques.

2.2.3. Statistical analysis
Having established the correspondence among all the models,

we can perform statistical shape analysis. At this point, we have a
set of parameterized models, each containing the same number of
points and the same mesh topology. The variables on which we
perform statistics are the coordinates of the vertices on themeshes.
A shape vector can be formed for each model and the mean vector
and the covariance matrix can be computed. The eigenvectors of
the covariance matrix form a basis of the shape space. This is the
standard PCA method. It transforms the data into a new coordinate
system in which the modes of variations are ordered from large to
small. Three different types of statistical analyses were performed:
all subjects combined, and male and female separately.
ed shape of the generic model using radial basis function, and the generic model after



Fig. 2. From left to right: the original scan, fine fitting result and fine fitted model textured with color-coded errors. The values on the scale are in millimeters.
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3. Results

3.1. Shape variability

The absolute values of the eigenvalues determine the sig-
nificance of the corresponding variations (principal components).
Many of them are close to zero. Therefore, the space of the human
head shape can be represented by a small number of principal
components (PC). Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the
number of PCs and the percentage of variability they represent. The
first 33 PCs explain more than 90% of the shape variability e

enough for most practical applications.

3.2. Variability visualization

One of the advantages of statistical shape analysis is that it
provides intuitive visualization of the shape variation. Since we
used a dense point set on the surface to perform PCA, each PC can
be visualized by an animation produced by varying the coefficient
of the component. We have implemented software, called Shape
Analyzer, for navigating the shape space. Fig. 4 is a snapshot of the
user interface. In the interface, each slider controls the coefficient of
Fig. 3. Plot of percentiles for male and female combined
a principal component. We provided the control sliders for the first
50 components, which is more than enough for any practical
application. The combination of these coefficients determines a
shape that is shown in the display area. The control sliders allow
the user to adjust each PC to any percentile; the display of the
digital model is then adjusted accordingly. Hence, veritably any
head-and-face size and shape can be generated by the shape ana-
lyzer and visualized with the software.

At any instance, the generated shape can be exported to a 3D file
which can then be used in computer aided design software for
developing headforms; these headforms, which can be kept up-to-
date with changing population demographics and easily created
with the shape analyzer software, could then be used for respirator
or other safety device development. Since PCA is a linear model,
shapes along a PC axis are expected to form a Gaussian distribution.
Therefore, boundary shapes of a population can be generated.
Normality tests were conducted for each PC and theywere found to
be normally distributed.

To present shape variations for males and females combined
along each principal component, we sampled the Gaussian space at
(�3si, �1.5si, 0, 1.5si, 3si) (si is the square root of Eigen-value for
principal component i) and reconstructed shapes. Fig. 5 shows the
on variations represented by principal components.



Fig. 4. Interface of the shape analyzer.
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shape variations on the first five principal components (row
number as the index of principal component). Shape variations for
male and female are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Fig. 8
shows the average male and female combined head, and average
male and female heads separately.

For the male and female combined dataset, the first five PCs
account for 70% of the total sample variation (variability in the first
five components are 35%, 15%, 9%, 6% and 5% respectively). The first
PC indicates the overall size is an important component of facial
variability. The second PC accounts for long and narrow or short
andwide faces. For PC3, the variation is between deep/narrow head
and shallow/wide head. Protruding chin versus prominent back of
head can be described by PC4, and PC5 represents variations
between a head with protruding lip and a head with prominent
back of head.

For the male dataset, the first five PCs account for 68% of the
dataset variation (variability for the first five components are 30%,
17%, 9%, 7% and 6% respectively). Variations on the first three PCs
are similar as those observed for the combined dataset. PC4 depicts
shape variations between a head with protruding lip and one with
prominent back of head. PC5 represents variations between a head
with protruding chin and a head with protruding nose and
forehead.

For the female dataset, the first five PCs account for 65% of the
dataset variation (variability for the first five components are 33%,
12%,10%, 6% and 5% respectively). The first PC represents a variation
between a small/narrow head and a large/wide head and PC2
indicates variations between deep/narrow and shallow/wide. A
variation between long/shallow and short/deep is observed on PC3.
The variation on PC4 is similar to that on PC5 in the male dataset.
PC5 in the female dataset depicts a variation between a head with
protruding and wide lower face and one with prominent back of
head and narrow lower face.
3.3. Shape variation by gender

In PCA, eigenvectors are computed to form a shape space. As a
result, all the shape vectors comprised of x, y and z coordinates of
each 3D head shape can be mapped to this shape space, by com-
puting an inner product of the shape vector and the eigenvectors.
This leads to a largely reduced representation with mapped
weights for each head shape in the PCA shape space. By plotting
with demographic information, e.g., genders, we can find the
subjects neighboring to the average male and female and those
being furthest from the averages.

A plot onto the first several PCs shows differences between
subjects. For the first ten PCs, we found PC1, PC2, and PC4 to be best
in distinguishing the subjects. The average of mapped weights was
computed and the nearest neighbor from the subjects was found.
With the two averages, a straight line was drawn, the rest of the
subjects mapped onto the line, and the two subjects being furthest
from the averages were found. Table 1 summarizes the composition
of gender.

Fig. 9 shows the scatter plot of subjects in different genders with
basis of PC1 and PC2. It also shows four subjects in shaded 3D
models, where B denotes the neighbor to the average of males, C is
a neighbor to the average of females, A and D are the furthest ones
in males and females. Furthermore, Fig. 9 reveals a decreasing size
of head and face from males to females. Accordingly, the circum-
ference of neck decreases from A to D. On the face, the width of
nose, thickness of lips and the width of chin are smaller for females.

3.4. Shape variation by ethnicity

Table 2 gives the composition of ethnicity.
The first ten PCs were studied and the subjects plotted from four

different ethnic groups. The finding is that subjects in the “Black”



Fig. 6. Shape variations for males along the first five principal components (from left
to right are reconstructed shapes at �3si, �1.5si, 0, 1.5si and 3si, i ¼ 1,...,5).

Fig. 5. Shape variations for males and females combined along the first five principal
components (from left to right are reconstructed shapes at �3si, �1.5si, 0, 1.5si and 3si,
i ¼ 1,...,5).
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group are distinguishable from the other three groups using PC3
and PC4. It is difficult to distinguish among subjects from the
“White”, “Hispanic” and “Others” groups using any of the first ten
components. Therefore, a scatter plot was made in Fig. 10 for all the
subjects. The averages of “White” and “Black” were computed and
the nearest neighbors and those being furthest to the averages in
each subset were identified. Only a comparison between groups
“Black” and “White” was done and not between other groups,
because the “White” group has the most subjects in the dataset.

Fig. 10 shows from A to D the shape change in front and side
views. A difference between the “White” and “Black” groups is
observed on the lower face, where the side view shows clearly that
subjects from the “Black” group have forward protruding lips. This
leads to a deeper head. On the face, subjects from the “Black” group
have a wider nose and thicker lips. The observations found here
were consistent with the shape change on PC3 in Fig. 5.

4. Discussion

Continuing research in head shape analysis is beneficial for
constructing headforms that take into account the facial form (size
and shape). Such headforms could be incorporated into respirator
research, certification standards and product design in efforts to
create better fitting and more comfortable respirators. Standard
headform specifications exist globally and are used to test the
efficacy of various types of personal protective equipment (PPE);
however, specific designs vary depending on the PPE being tested
and applicable test standards.
Recently, Zhuang et al. developed five digital 3D headforms
using the 2003 NIOSH survey data by computing mean facial
dimensions to target the ideal facial dimensions for each size cat-
egory; five scans of test subjects in each category were then chosen
and averaged to construct a representative headform for each size
category (Zhuang et al., 2010). These new headforms include facial
features not found on previous standard headforms. Additionally,
using the traditional anthropometric data collected in the 2003
survey, NIOSH developed two new respirator fit test panels repre-
sentative of current U.S. civilian workers (Zhuang et al., 2007). The
bivariate panel was developed using face length and face width and
weighting subjects to match the age and race distribution of the
U.S. population as determined from the 2000 census. The other
panel, called the “Principal Component Analysis (PCA) panel”, was
developed using the first two principal components obtained from
a set of 10 facial dimensions (age and race adjusted). The PCA panel
divides the user population into five face-size categories (Small,
Medium, Large, Long/Narrow and Short/Wide). Respirators
designed to fit these panels are expected to accommodate more
than 95% of the current U.S. civilian work force.

Point-cloud analysis of 3D head scan data can reveal detailed
shape variation among populations and, in turn, can be utilized for
the design of better fitting respirators. Using a large digital dataset
taken from two recent 3D anthropometric surveys (SizeChina and
CAESAR) (Robinette et al., 2002), Ball et al. recently showed sig-
nificant statistical variations between head shapes of Chinese and
Caucasians through PCA analysis on the dense parameterized
models (Ball et al., 2010). The authors concluded that head related



Fig. 7. Shape variations for females along the first five principal components (from left
to right are reconstructed shapes at �3si, �1.5si, 0, 1.5si and 3si, i ¼ 1,...,5).

Table 1
The number of head scans in different genders.

Gender Male Female

Number of scans 784 385
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products, such as headgear designed using Western anthro-
pological head shape, are not appropriate for the Chinese head.

Luximon et al. also used the data from the SizeChina survey in
their research. In an effort to create an accurate 3D head-and-face
model representative of the current Chinese population, the
researchers employed the usage of virtual landmarks in addition to
physical landmarks to better obtain the entirety of the head shapes
of each scanned individual (Luximon et al., 2012). Average land-
mark positions were calculated for consistency among the head
Fig. 8. Front and side views of average head models. From left to right: average male
and female combined head, average male head, and average female head.
scans. Instead of deforming the generic mesh model to each 3D
head scan to perform data parameterization, Luximon et al. took
their point-cloud data and executed Delaunay Triangulation to first
create a simple model and then triangular subdivision to form a
detailed model, both of which required the use of carefully con-
structed algorithms (Luximon et al., 2012). The same triangular
mesh model was used with each of the procured head scans e

similar to the use of the generic mesh model with each of the head
scans in this study. This method, while diverse, served the same
purpose as our ownmethods and accurate digital 3D head-and-face
models were produced, albeit slowly and with more effort, as a vast
number of anatomical landmarks were manually located. Fur-
thermore, the findings of Luximon et al. proved interesting as they
showed that the first PC accounted for 29.99% of the variation
among head shapes (Luximon et al., 2012), a number very close to
the 35% variation calculated in this study. Differences in ethnicity
(China is vastly comprised of Chinese, while the U.S. contains a
much broader ethnic spectrum) could account for the differences in
percentages. After PCA, the authors concluded that significant dif-
ferences in face shape between males and females could render a
unisex system for sizing masks as a possible cause of fit problems.

The newly implemented Shape Analyzer software is of crucial
importance because it not only makes it possible to create 3D
digital headforms of virtually any head-and-face size and shape, but
it also makes it simple to then use computer aided design software
to evaluate and test new product designs. Such headforms are
significant because they can be newly and quickly constructed as
the demographics of the US population e or even a specific sam-
pling population e change. These new 3D digital headforms can
also be used to create physical headforms which could help man-
ufactures develop and test their new respirators, ensuring better
protection and more comfort.

Of further note, Zhuang et al. used varying methods to reach the
same conclusions described here (Zhuang et al., 2010). For example,
the researchers employed Generalized Procrustes Analysis to
standardize configurations of landmark coordinates. This stand-
ardization ensured that all landmark configurations were placed
into a common coordinate system. Superimposed coordinates of
each respective subject described individual shape and they were
further analyzed using PCA. This analysis allowed for the identi-
fication of population variation, in which the first four PCs play a
major role.

This study found that the first 33 PCs explain more than 90% of
the shape variability. Similarly, a landmark based analysis using 26
facial landmarks found that the first 27 PCs, as a group, account for
90% of the total sample variation (Zhuang et al., 2010). Additionally,
the newly developed Shape Analyzer software can export the dig-
ital model to a 3D file, which can be then used in computer aided
design software for developing headforms; these headforms could
then be used for respirator or other safety device development.
Future study is needed to determine the overall utility of the point
cloud-based approach for the quantification of facial morphology
variation and its relationship to respirator performance.

Comparisons between the previous studies (Zhuang et al., 2007;
Zhuang et al., 2010) and the current work were also conducted. PCA
on the selected ten facial dimensions indicates that the first PC
captures the overall size of the face and the second PC captures face
shape, mainly key nose features (Zhuang et al., 2007). This coin-
cides with our conclusions made in this work. The shape variations



Fig. 9. Scatter plot of mapped weights on the first and second principal components by gender, where B and C denote the nearest neighbors to the average male and female, A is the
furthest to B in males and D is the furthest to C in females.
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between long/narrow and short/wide faces (PC2) also show nose
shape changes between large/narrow and short/broad. By con-
ducting PCA on landmarks, shape variations on the first two PCs are
consistent with those observed on facial dimensions (Zhuang et al.,
2010); therefore, they are consistent with the conclusions made in
this study. Furthermore, the accurate use of PCA and its associated
Table 2
The number of head scans in different ethnicity groups.

Ethnicity White Black Hispanic Others

Number of scans 667 260 175 67
findings suggests that the usage of the bivariate approach in the
construction of fit test panels may in fact be ignoring a substantial
aspect of total sample variability. According to the study on land-
marks, longer narrow orbits versus shorter wider orbits can be
described by PC3, and PC4 represents variation in the degree of
ortho/prognathism (Zhuang et al., 2010). These observations can
also be viewed through Fig. 5. While the current study demon-
strates results consistent with those from previous studies, it pro-
vides more detailed shape variations as it takes full advantage of
the shape data.

Previous studies have identified areas of the face where leak-
age occurs for respirators. Roberge et al. observed that the nasal



Fig. 10. Scatter plot of mapped weights on the third and fourth principal components, where B and C are the neighbors to averages of “White” and “Black”, A denotes the furthest
subject in “White” to B and D represents the furthest one in “Black” to C.
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region and malar (cheekbone) regions accounted for 71% of
identified leak sites in subjects wearing filtering facepiece respi-
rators (FFRs) (Roberge et al., 2011). Oestenstad et al. identified
that approximately 89% of all observed leaks on a half-mask
elastomeric respirator occurred at the nose or chin or were
multiple leaks that included these sites (Oestenstad et al., 1990).
Utilization of the results described in this paper and the NIOSH
anthropometric datasets will assist the development of better
fitting PPE, including respirators, safety glasses, helmets, and
other productsdthe digital headforms and anthropometric
datasets are referenced in previous publications (Zhuang et al.,
2007; Zhuang et al., 2010). The NIOSH digital headforms, tradi-
tional anthropometric data (manual caliper measurements), and
3D anthropometric scan data are being used by various manu-
facturers in the design of respirators, hard hats, ergonomic sports
safety equipment, eye protection products, headphones, models
for artists, and adjustable headbands for neck straightening
exercise equipment.
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5. Conclusions

Geometry processing techniques developed in computer vision
and computer graphics were used to prepare the data such that
they correspond to each other point wise. Subsequently, PCA was
conducted on the registered dataset. The PCA provides a compact
description of human shape variability. Less than 50 components
usually explain more than 90% of the variability. Furthermore, the
main mode of variation could be visualized through animating the
shape changes along the PCA axes with computer software in
executable form for Windows XP. The results from this study, in
turn, could feed back into respirator design to achieve safer, more
efficient product style and sizing. Future study is needed to deter-
mine the overall utility of the point cloud-based approach for the
quantification of facial morphology variation and its relationship to
respirator performance.

Disclaimer

The findings and conclusions in this report are those of the
authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health. Mention of commer-
cial product or trade name does not constitute endorsement by the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.
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